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Details of Visit:

Author: ArchieJon
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 28-09-07 1600
Duration of Visit: 90 mins
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Agency Touch Of Class
Website: http://www.agencytouchofclasslondon.co.uk/
Phone: 07796560773

The Premises:

Usual WG Earls Court kind of place, 2 mins from the tube. She just moved into this one, clean
enough, tidy enough.  

The Lady:

More curvy than the website photos suggest, but the same girl for sure.

The Story:

As my previous contributions to this excellent website might statistically suggest, I have a
preference for Asian girls. It's not a physical thing (although many Asian WGs are stunning and all
of them in my experience are cute), it's a matter of confidence. I've never yet been disappointed by
the service levels offered by an Asian girl from a reputable London agency (having done due
diligence on this website). My experience of EE girls in London is mixed - although I've never had
one bad enough to want to post a FR about it. It's hard earned money. You know what you're going
to get with a well reviewed Asian WG.

This does not explain why I ended a productive business week in London by spending 90 mins with
Vicka. Could it be that I've had a thing for red-heads all my life? It could also be that during my last
trip over from NYC a couple of weeks ago, I was treated to an Asian punt so perfect, by the
delightful MayLo, that I felt anything else of an Asian orientation couldn't hope to improve on it.

Whatever, I arranged to see Vicka.

Vicka is all woman. Delightful, soft, large, natural breasts; very shapely arse; somehow connected
in the middle by a surprisingly small waist. Not your type, fellow punters, if you are into stick insects.
She's also very young - website says 21, must be about right. I'd guess at 19 or 20. The only (tiny)
negative I can think of is that the red hair isn't real - although it's nicely done - and given her pale
complexion and big green eyes, it fits perfectly.

Vicka's English is almost perfect, and it is spoken in a sexy, high toned voice which adds to her
giggly girl-next-door appeal. She holds eye contact well and has a very pretty face. My needs are
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straight forward and they were catered for playfully and perfectly. She worked out quickly what I
was looking for and delivered it with a smile. I'm not normally inclined to give detail, but I feel
obliged to remark on Vicka's deep throat technique, for those of you who value that sort of thing: A
little rough; all the way to the back for sure; red hair flailing everywhere etc. Great stuff.

But the things that will likely cause me to visit Vicka again are the friendly, smiley, girl next door
attitude, the DFK, the fantastic real-woman figure, the beautiful green eyes, the faultless attitude,
and the fact that I left with a big smile on my face.

Vicka may be Estonian, but her service levels are up there with the Thai girls.
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